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K-STATE'S CHAPTER OF MORTAR BOARD HONORS NINE K-STATE FACULTY AND STAFF MEMBERS

MANHATTAN — Kansas State University's chapter of Mortar Board is recognizing nine faculty and staff members for outstanding achievements in teaching, advising or mentoring.

Mortar Board is a national senior honor society. Each year, K-State members nominate and select faculty and staff members to receive recognition. This year's honorees were recognized at a recent reception.

Honorees include:

Melvin Hunt, professor of animal sciences and industry, for the College of Agriculture; David Seamon, professor of architecture, for the College of Architecture, Planning and Design; David Poole, professor of kinesiology, and Michael Wesch, assistant professor of anthropology, both for the College of Arts and Sciences; Rodney Vogt, instructor of accounting, for the College of Business Administration; Dru Clarke, temporary instructor of secondary education, for the College of Education; Margaret Rys, associate professor of industrial and manufacturing systems engineering, for the College of Engineering; Sharon Morcos, instructor of human nutrition, for the College of Human Ecology; and Andrea Bryant, associate director of alumni programs at the K-State Alumni Association, for the K-State office of student life.
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